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An Elderly Lady Is Up to No
Good
Tursten, Helene/ Delargy, Marlaine (TRN)

Maud is an irascible 88-year-old Swedish
woman with no family, no friends, and...
no qualms about a little murder. This
funny, irreverent story collection by Helene
Tursten, author of the Irene Huss
investigations, features two-never-before translated stories
that will keep you laughing all the way...

Dear girls : intimate tales,
untold secrets, and advice
for living your best life
Wong, Ali, author.

In her hit Netflix comedy special Baby
Cobra, an eight-month pregnant Ali Wong
resonated so heavily that she became a
popular Halloween costume. Wong told
the world her remarkably unfiltered thoughts on marriage,
sex, Asian culture, working women, and why you never see
new mom comics on stage but yo...
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No one can pronounce my
name
Rakesh Satyal.

In a suburb outside Cleveland, a
community of Indian Americans has
settled into lives that straddle the divide
between Eastern and Western cultures.
For some, America is a bewildering and
alienating place where coworkers can't
pronounce your name but will eagerly repeat the Sanskrit
phrases from the...
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Made for love : a novel

Rakesh Satyal.

Moving to a senior citizen trailer park with
her father, Hazel, the estranged wife of a
corporate CEO who demanded she install
a brain chip so that they could be
constantly connected, tries to carve out a
new life while her ex uses sophisticated
technology to stalk her.
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Nutting, Alissa, author.
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Made for love
Alissa Nutting.

Moving to a senior citizen trailer park with
her father, Hazel, the estranged wife of a
corporate CEO who demanded she install
a brain chip so that they could be
constantly connected, tries to carve out a
new life while her ex uses sophisticated
technology to stalk her.

We are never meeting in
real life
Samantha Irby.

With heartfelt candor and her usual sidesplitting bite, humorist, essayist, and
blogger at bitchesgottaeat.com Samantha
Irby captures powerful emotional truths
while chronicling the disaster that has
been her life. An ill-fated pilgrimage and
romantic vacation to Nashville to scatter her estranged...
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